Your customers rely on you, as an extension of their team, to help protect their operation. Your customers worry about protecting their customers, reducing the chance of cross-contamination and maintaining their brand.

How can you help? By providing clean and safe laundry.

**SAFER PROCESS**
Our program provides comprehensive solutions to achieve the best cleaning and safety results for your customers. Our exclusive chemistry kills common pathogens and will help protect patients from hospital associated illness (HAIs) and consumers from foodborne illness.

**SMARTER PROTECTION**
Achieve Compliance and Certification
We understand the industry trends and regulatory environment, and develop products and programs based on many of these needs.

**HIGHER PROFITS**
Grow Your Business
Your Customers are our Customers. We have been providing cleaning and disinfection solutions to this industry for many years. Your customers, and prospective customers, will have peace of mind knowing that you partner with Ecolab, one of their trusted providers.
IN THE WASH

Linen Disinfection

AdvaCare™ Disinfectant
EPA Reg 1677-193
The most comprehensive EPA Registered laundry concentrate available for textiles.
- Proven COMPLETE KILL against twelve common microorganisms
- Helps prevent cross-contamination in wash water
- Provides powerful stain removal
- Effectively disinfects at 140°F for 5 minutes

AROUND THE WASH

Facility Disinfection

14 Plus Antibacterial All Purpose Cleaner
EPA Reg 6836-349-1677
Clean surfaces promote clean linens and help prevent cross-contamination.
- Stops bacteria with one-step cleaning, disinfecting and deodorizing
- Saves time: up to 1/3 of the time it takes other products to disinfect - 3 minutes
- For use on conveyors, outside of machines, storage shelves, CART WASH, TRUCK WASH, walls and bathrooms

Hand Hygiene
Clean hands will help prevent the spread of harmful pathogens to and from surrounding surfaces. Help ensure proper hand hygiene with:
- Hand soap stations available and visible throughout the plant
- Hand soap stations in restrooms
- Hand sanitizer stations that are visible and easily accessed

BEYOND THE WASH

Residual Protection
A Residual Bacteriostatic for healthcare linen helps inhibit the growth of new and existing bacteria and is effective against gram negative and/or gram positive odor causing bacteria.

FABRISTAT
- Typically for washer extractions
- Residual self-sanitizer

AdvaCare™ Residual Bacstat
- For tunnel and washer extractors

Our Integrated Approach
Ecolab is unmatched in how we collaborate and integrate our expertise and resources. Our people are experts at identifying opportunities and solutions driving the development of our complete laundry protection program.

Patient and Consumer Safety Starts in the Laundry

ProTEX PLUS
TRIPLE PROTECTION
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